Pride Month Book Talk
Linda Drajem (Buffalo B/N PFLAG mom) and son Christopher will discuss their book in a virtual gathering. Please join us!

June 22nd
7:00
Zoom Meeting #
822 5509 5832
Pass Code 743709
or call 716-883-0324 to have Zoom invitation sent

Follow this link for a preview of "Wandering Close to Home, A Gay son and his Feminist Mother’s Journey to Transform themselves and their Family."
WANDERING CLOSE TO HOME is a collaborative memoir that charts the path Christopher and Linda each traveled as they realized that the life they were born into did not quite fit.

When Christopher came out to his parents in the mid-1990s, they did not disown him or force him into conversion therapy. When Linda had her feminist click around the same time, she did not leave her husband or her religion. Their worlds did not change completely, and yet they were turned upside down.

The book traces the tentative steps taken by both mother and son to move away from societal, religious, and family expectations, and examines how their relationship helped each to persevere through difficult personal change.

Together, and with their family and friends, they forged a path that brought personal satisfaction, a uniquely modern family, and all the comfort of home.

Recognized as a distinguished favorite by the New York City Big Book Award and the Independent Press Award, a Red Ribbon Winner by the Wishing Shelf Awards, and a Reader Views Bronze Reviewers Choice Award.

A new afterword section reflects personal and societal triumphs and challenges encountered since the book was first published in 2019.

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THIS SPECIAL EVENING.